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S

o, not only was there a second issue of Dirtboating Magazine, here we are with
a third. It is looking like the twice-a-year thing could work, balancing the time it
takes to put a magazine together with the ability of landsailing to generate new, or old,
material for publication.
Hot spring at Smith Creek

Thanks once again to Bob Dill for his article contributions in the
technical realm. Both "Smith Creek Playalogy," and the renamed-byus "Drag's a Drag," make for intereasting reading. Don Rypinski Came
through with two more chapters in the very international "Landsailing in America" series. Continuing with the personalized accounts,
Dave Farmer repeats with his only slightly tongue-in-cheek recap of
the events at this year's ALC, Renee Fields contributes our first extended letter to the editor and Tara Prokop gives our first bit of writing so poetic that we published it as a poem.

Dirtboating magazine is published online from an undisclosed location or locations in the western United States,
probably nowhere near Area 51and not too close to Roswell
Publishers and editors: Duncan Harrison, Blake Learmonth
Please assume that everything you see is copyrighted
by someone.
On the other hand, over the years I have been given literally
thousands of landsailing
images, almost never with
any clear indication as to who
the photographers were.
If you see a photo that is
wrongly credited or not credited and you know who the
photographer or featured
landsailor is, please let us know.
editor@dirtboating.com
One of the fortunate aspects
of digital publishing is that
we can make corrections
relatively easily when compared to an on-paper magazine. So if you see something
that is amiss we would like to
hear about it.

Looks like Dirtboating is going to be a diverse sort of publication, so if
you have written something interesting or just fun about landsailing,
send it our way; you just may see your name in print. Similarly, we
can always use good, high resolution action photos.
So far we have kind of avoided controversy, but there are a couple of articles begging to be
written. "What's the story with US Minis?" Similarly, What happened to the Australians coming to the Worlds. Seems like some unfathomable controversy kept them at home.
Duncan Harrison
Blake Learmonth
June15,2014
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At this point, this is this is not a money-making business; we
will depend on volunteer writers and photographers. If you
are interested in writing and article or having your action
photos published, send them our way. Although this is
primarily a web-magazine, we would like to have images
that are high enough quality that they could be printed.
dirtboating.com
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Cover photo and film strip Dave Gluek and his wheel-flying
Class 5 Airtrack. Photos from the motor drive on Blake's Pentax
and filmstrip effect from Duncan.

A Personal History of

Landsailing in America

Don Rypinski
Dirtboating Magazine is happy to continue a sneak
preview of Don Rypinski’s book, which goes well
US 1
beyond just Landsailing in America, including racing
in Europe and the more exploits of landsailors crossing the Sahara Desert.
Sand Sailing in France (1969) and England (1970)

Chapter 3

I

n 1959, after discovering that Landyacht competitions were
held annually in Europe, I was committed to representing the
USA in one as soon as possible. By l969 I had built a number
of landsailers and was able to build
one I hoped would be competitive
internationally. I had thoroughly
tested my new Windbuggy Competiton Land sailer in high winds at
El Mirage Dry Lake in California and I
was anxious to see how well it would
do against the Europeans.
The first International Sand Yacht
Competition I competed in was held
at Cherruiex-Saint-Malo France on
the beach near the famous Castle
Mont Saint Michelle. Packing my
new land sailer for the trip was fairly
easy. The frame was made from
exhaust tubing and the entire rig
weighed about 160 pounds including axel, wheels, sail, helmet and
mast. It could be carefully stuffed
into the trunk of a car with a red flag
on the end that extended out with
the front wheel removed. The 18 foot
mast on the roof rack was the tricky
part but I was able to persuade the
Airline at the Los Angeles Airport to
send my craft on the same flight I
was on. Arriving at Orly Airport and
On the beach in France 1969

of sail area and many of them weighed over 2,000
clearing French customs was anything but easy. It
lbs. They would actually rattle the beach as they
took several hours to retrieve all the parts and my
sailed by over ridges in the sand. Class Two yachts
baggage. I found a shopping cart that I could load
had 120 sq ft of sail area and class III had up to 95 sq
everything on if I balanced the mast just right. It
ft of sail area. I was entered in Class Three and had
took me the better part of a day and lots of walking
by far the lightest, most fragile looking yacht there.
between different customs offices to negotiate my
I remember the German land yacht pilots comland yacht through customs. I had to describe just
ing down the beach in a group to look at the funny
what I was bringing into the country. No, it wasn’t
looking new yacht with U.S. number one on the sail.
a motorcycle (although it had spoked motorcycle
The canvas cockpit caused them to remark that it
wheels). It wasn’t a sailboat. It was a “Landsailer.”
was typically American to design a seat that was
A customs officer finally identified it as a Charcomfortable. They lifted up the back end by the
A-Voile (French for sail car) and asked me the value
roll-bar with their little fingers saying “This yacht will
of my craft. I guessed about 1,000 US dollars. I was
never last”. I was feeling rather cocky about their
then asked to produce a $1,000 deposit in order to
being wrong since I had thoroughly tested US 1
insure that I would ship my Char-A -Voile home by
way of Orly Airport, the way it arrived, before leaving several weeks earlier at El Mirage Dry Lake in 30
mph winds and found it to be strong, easy to
France. I was told this was to guarantee I wouldn’t
control on two wheels and very fast.
sell my yacht in France and they would return my
For competition to
deposit
start, the wind must
when I flew
I remember a big argument broke out before racing
be blowing a minihome with
began because French wind meters said there was
my land
enough wind and German wind meters said there wasn’t. mum of 10 mph. Each
yacht.
The wife of a Dutch sailor said to me “It’s no wonder we country had their own
brand of wind meter
I had less
have wars, we can’t even sail together peacefully.”
and I remember a big
than $1,000
argument broke out before racing began because
cash and I was sure I would need all the money I had
French wind meters said there was enough wind
for the trip. So, after losing the first day of competiand German wind meters said there wasn’t. The
tion negotiating with customs, I wrote them a bad
wife of a Dutch sailor said to me “It’s no wonder we
check for $1,000 that they reluctantly accepted. I
have wars, we can’t even sail together peacefully.”
then hired a taxi to take me to the town of CherFinally, it was my turn to race for the first time.
rueix-Saint-Malo that was several hours away. I tied
Each race started with the pilot seated in his yacht
my Char-a-Voile to the taxi’s roof and by the time I
and a helper holding onto the rig and pushing it
arrived, it was about 11:00 PM. Most of the town was
off when the starting flag is dropped. I was very
closed up tight and very dark.
nervous at first but found sailing on the beach quite
As we drove down the main street we passed a
easy because my yacht was so lightweight. The
noisy bar that was one of the few places still open.
heavier yachts in my class were slowed down by
Several German land yacht pilots were just leaving
their tires sinking into the wet sand.
and recognized my overloaded taxi as a fellow land
In my first race I finished in third place and was
yachter. They rushed to the cab and said “you must
so excited that I broke the welds on my foot steerbe Rypinski from America--come with us to spend
ing gear while passing through the finish line. At
the night”. We loaded my rig onto their truck and
first, I thought my racing days might be over since
drove to their rooms in the next town which wasn’t
I was in a strange, beach resort town among total
far away. They took one of their beds apart and allowed
strangers, except for a few Germans, and no knowlme to sleep on the floor on half of the mattress.
edge of how or where to make a repair.
Class One yachts were huge. They had 150 sq. ft

Chapter 3

continued:1969 Cherrueix-Saint-Malo, France
Just as I was dragging my feet to stop, a Dutch
sailor named Hans Dekkers came running over,
introduced himself and asked if I needed help. It
turned out that Hans was camping at a sea side
chicken farm that happened to have a very primitive
electric welder that he had been given permission to
use. I remember sloshing through
wet chicken poop to get to the
welder and kneeling in it to stabilize the steering system while Hans
made it better than new. Boy, was
I grateful for the new foul weather
gear.
After the race week ended my
German Pilot friends asked me
how I planned to get my land yacht
home. When I said I wasn’t sure
they volunteered to take it back to
Hamburg on the truck with their
yachts and ship it home to me from
there. Since one of their team was
in the shipping business, I was only
too happy to send it with him even
though I knew that my name would
probably end up on a blacklist at
Orly Airport. I was told afterwards that as the German Team’s truck (loaded with landyachts) was
passing through French customs on the way back to
Germany, one official asked what “US 1” was doing
on the side of one of their landsailers. The Germans
cleverly said that my yacht belonged to their number one German Champion, Uwe Schroeder.
Typically, international landyacht competitions
take place over a full week to allow for weather
changes and give each class enough events to sail
in. This allows participants to get to know one another and get familiar with where the event is being
held. As I got to know Cherruiex-Saint-Malo, I found
it to be a colorful, historic beach side resort town
totally committed for the week to land sailing and
land sailors.
Many of the high-end gourmet restaurants set

up temporary tent locations on the beach to serve
pilots and the public. Beach-side bleachers were
erected for spectators to view the racing. International flags were flown. A local bag-pipe band
came on the beach to entertain us. A special postage stamp was issued to commemorate the event.
Tours of local points of interest were scheduled
for pilots and their families including one for the
nearby famous Castle Mont Saint Michelle.

land sailer was showing off his sailing prowess
on his four wheeled diamond tread Landyacht
far out along the beach at low tide. As the
tide turned, his yacht became stranded on a
sandy island and he had to spend the night
on his Char-A-Voile until low tide the next day.

Chapter 3

1970 The “Windless Worlds” at
Lytham St.Annes

Photo by DAVID ILIFF
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

While participating at Cherrueix, France, I met
people from many countries that were as dedicated
to (make that crazy about) landsailing as I was. It
just blew me away when I learned the first European
International Race was held in1898 between
Bleriot, a famous French Aviator and the Dumond
Brothers of Belgium, builders of some of the first
automobiles.. After discovering annual championships were held in a different country each year, I
vowed to compete in every country FISLY Championships were held in until I had the experience of
sailing in each hosting country.
One final note of interest. The day prior to the
first day of racing at Cherrueix-Saint-Malo, Monsieur Henry DeMoury, a famous 73 year old local

After last year’s experience in France
sailing at Cherreiux St. Malo, I thought it was
a good idea to arrive a few days early in
England and get the lay of the land in order to
be better prepared.
My Stepmother was from Lytham, StAnnes and she had made arrangements for
me to meet her family prior to the race. They
were very helpful getting me prepared with
all my needs. Several days before the racing
was to begin, they took me to the beach the
event would to be held, which was almost
totally covered in water, clear up to their
Clubhouse. When I asked where we would be
sailing, I was told the water would recede in a
few days and expose a very large, wide beach
that would be ideal for the Landyacht Championships.
And sure enough, the tide went out and
stayed out for an entire week of racing providing us with wide beaches and hard packed
sand. This is a phenomenon I do not understand. The tides in parts of Europe come in
for a week and go out for a week at a time.
And in some places they say it is dangerous
to be standing next to the water when the
tide changes because it rushes in faster than a
person can run.
The l970 race at Lytham ended up being
called the “Windless World Championship”.
Although it is highly unusual not to have
enough wind for racing on European beaches

sometime during a week-long event, we never did
have enough wind for even one race. So each team
passed the time by competing for the best sand
sculptures, best water balloon fights, and volleyball
games mixed in with Frisbee throwing and, needless
to say, a lot of socializing took place during
the event.
At the end of the “Windless Worlds” race week,
those of us who could stay were invited to sail our
landsailers on an airport close to Lytham St.Annes.
I found out that as late as 1970, there were still
a few small airports in England that were built for
World War II that had been abandoned where local
landsailors were able to store their landyachts in an
empty hangar and sail them on the runways. Those
of us who were able to take advantage of the Brit’s
invitation had great fun and finally got to sail competitively at good speeds even though the races
were officially over.

Chapter 4

1972 - a Second Chance at Sailing the Sahara

A

fter kicking myself for four years for not
going on the first crossing with Larry Pardey
and Richard Arthur, I got invited by the
National Geographic to make a landsailing movie
of the same trip the magazine had featured in
1967. There were many improvements over the
first trip. All the landyachts were to be made the
same so everyone would have an even chance at
staying together. The National Geographic would
pay transportation, food and supply expenses. We
would sail with eight pilots, one from each country
representing; Germany, Canada, Belgium, France,
The Netherlands, Belgium, England and the USA.
There would be 8 Land Rovers to carry supplies, one
for each pilot.
By this time I had represented the USA in competition in France, Germany and England and got
to know the participants and pilots quite well. So,
when the National Geographic movie director asked
the Europeans who should represent the USA in
the movie, my name came up as the only qualified
candidate. The 6 week trip was to take place starting early in December, l971 and end in mid January,
1972.
I had gotten married in October, l971 and
thought it was asking a lot of my new wife to up
and leave for 6 weeks only 2 months after we were
married. To her credit and my everlasting gratitude,
she said this was a rare second chance and I should
take it.
In preparing for the trip, I thought about buying
some dried foods to take along just in case. But I
decided that the National Geographic surely would
be organized enough to provide us with adequate

photo: Dennis Stauffer

food. So, I packed my tire pressure guage, helmet,
goggles, sail repair kit and camera along with appropriate clothing and was off for the first leg of the
trip to New York.
We had a short layover at JFK Airport, so after
checking my luggage, I went into a book store for
some reading material. The store was small and
jammed with people. I laid my handbag on the
counter for a split second in order to make change.
In a flash, it disappeared into the crowd taken by
a fast acting thief. In addition to my passport and
cash my bag had the rest of my airline tickets and
my wallet.
My involuntary reaction was to shout out at the
top of my lungs, “someone just stole my bag.” I held
my hands over my head and described its color and
dimensions for any possible witnesses but no one
came forth.
As the store cleared out I was devastated, not
only for my loss, but the fact that I would be letting
down National Geographic and my sailing team
mates. I found a security officer and was in the process of filling out a police report when a lady came
up to me and asked if I was the guy whose bag was
just stolen. When I said yes, she pointed to a trash
container and said she saw a bag that filled my
description inside. I retrieved my bag with everything inside except the cash I had brought along.
After a quick thank you prayer, I cashed a check
and boarded a plane for second leg of flight to the
Canary Islands.
Flying into Las Palmas in the Canary Islands one
could see high-rise resorts and beaches loaded with
people. As we taxied into the airport we passed

many private planes that obviously belonged to
a wealthy class of people from Saudi Arabia and
Europe. The Saudi planes had beautiful graphics on
their tails some of which were in gold leaf.
After spending a night in a hotel, we flew for
an hour or so from Las Palmas to El Aioun on the
coast of The Spanish Sahara. What a contrast? No
Airport runway, just a field in the desert. No Building, just a shack. No cars, just uniformed people on
camels. We were picked up by several trucks and
transported to a warehouse type building in town
where the yachts were stored. We loaded them onto
the trucks, formed a caravan and started to drive out
of El Aioun on the main drag that had a handful of
stores on it.
I was riding in the lead truck with a bedouin driver when I spotted a music store. I asked him to stop
the truck while I went in and bartered for a guitar. It
occurred to me that since we would be in the desert
for 6 weeks, it would be nice to have some music by
the fire at night. This was an impulsive move that
delayed the whole caravan for half an hour or so
and the group was mad at me for a few days for the
delay. However, it turned out several of the other
pilots could play the guitar and sing well and music
became an evening campsite ritual.
As we were leaving the outskirts of El Aioun my
driver made one last stop to buy a goat. The poor
goat was hastily thrown into the bed of the truck
only to rattle around with the landyachts with each
bump in the road.
We drove into the desert for 2 days and camped
each night under the brightest stars and moon I’d
ever seen. On the second day, General du Boucher

halted the caravan and got out of his Land Rover.
He put his index finger in his mouth to wet it and
stuck his finger in the air to sense the direction of
the wind. He then dramatically announced this was
the place we should camp and assemble the landyachts for the trip
Originally, the landyachts were to be made by a
French fabricator but something happened at the
last minute and the contract went to Hans Dekkers
of Holland.
Hans hastily made eight yachts in his brothers
dairy and didn’t even have time to assemble them
before they were transported to Africa.
So began the fitting, grinding, adjusting and
assembling of 8 new landyachts. Hans brought
a generator with an electric welder and grinder
so fairly major adjustments could be made when
necessary. After the better part of 2 days, the yachts
were finally ready for us to sail. Naturally each pilot
wanted to represent his country well in this Trans
Sahara Race that was to become a National Graphic
Movie. So when the wind came up and we finally
got started, all pilots were sailing so competitively
Desert Raider Landyacht

ity that the director arranged to put him on a train
they put too much strain on their sheet lines and all
so he could go home.
eight wooden booms broke on the first day.
Our food provider and sometimes chef was from
Although this seemed like an early tragedy,
the Canary Islands and was personally recommended
Hans Dekkers, loaded the broken booms in his
to National Geographic by Jacques Cosuteau. He
Land Rover and disappeared over the horizon. He
turned out to be an alcoholic who had brought
was gone for 1 1/2 days and returned with all new
along several cases of his favorite booze and boxes
booms made from some kind of local wood. He
of cookies that were too sweet to endure after
told us he found a town with an ox driven bandsaw
the first one. Our basic diet was potatoes, onions,
and traded his watch and other items for the new
some canned foods, the goat that by now had been
booms. At this point the film director, Nick Caminos
slaughtered along with whatever crossed the road
decided we had better make this a rally and not a
that day including Gazelle and Camel when availrace to assure that all pilots would complete the
able.
1,800 mile crossing.
A doctor from France was provided to
There were many memorable good and bad
care for the group. When the Bedouins
moments during the trip. If you had
we came across during our trip found
a flat tire or other problem with your
out we had a doctor with us, they
yacht, it only took about 20 minutes
would line up at his tent and wait to be
for the rest of the group to disappear
treated. Unlike most of us, Bedouins
out of site and you felt like you were
didn’t consider they were being helped
stranded on a different planet.
unless it hurt. Therefore, the doctor adThe first pilot to have a problem
ministered many shots whether neceswas Kees Kortinover, an architect from
sary or not. Eventually he got so fed up
Holland and our oldest pilot at age 57.
with local patients he moved his tent
When the film crew realized he was
far away from our camp so he wouldn’t
left behind, they rushed back to film
be bothered.
him and he broke into tears having felt
At certain points in our 6 week
abandoned. And later Kees became
Don with funny hat.
crossing, the wind died down and
very anti-social. He set his tent far
we couldn’t sail. At these times, the director made
away from the campsite and often ate alone. A few
a choice that we should be towed. This involved
months after we finished the trip, Kees came to stay
removing the front wheel of each yacht and attachwith my family for a California visit. One evening he
ing it to the rear bumper of a Land Rover. Since the
confided in me that something he had eaten while
Land Rovers were loaded to the limit we pilots had
in the desert had given him diarrhea and it got on
to ride on the Land Yacht and breathe diesel exhaust
his clothing and sleeping bag. With no water availfumes for sometimes up to 8 hours a day.
able to clean it he was embarrassingly fragrant.
I became furious at the smell and decided to
Our head cameraman was from New York and
not used to charging his own batteries each night or vent my frustration by making up a song about the
venture in my head and memorizing each verse until
setting up his own tent. He had never been in the
I could write it down. Each time we were towed, I
desert and was obviously used to having assistants
completed more verses. I sung it for the group each
to handle such menial things. As we traveled furnight at camp to the tune of “Sloop John B” by The
ther and further into the desert, he saw sights that
were desolate and totally unfamiliar to him. He seri- Kingston Trio. When we finished the trip, the director
said “If you’ll clean it up we’ll include your song in
ously thought that we might perish and he tried to
our movie”. I did and it appeared in “Windraiders of
start a mutiny with anyone who would listen to his
the Sahara” in 1972. To be continued ...
desire to turn back. Finally he became such a liabil-
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Smith Creek

Playaology:

Smith Creek

Baby Smith Playa

The water cycle at Smith Creek

Gravel Bar From
when the lake had
deeper water

Bob Dill

Eminent playaologist and
former landsailing speed
record holder

S

mith Creek Playa is one of the best sailing
surfaces in North America. It offers a combination of large size (3x6 miles) and a smooth
surface. The west end is hardest playa surface I have
seen anywhere. Other places on the playa are not
so hard but it is all good sailing. This article looks
at the inflow and outflow of water in the Smith
Creek valley and speculates on how this affects the
playa surface. Another article in this issue reviews
a simple method for measuring rolling drag on a
playa. Links to four other articles on playaology can
be found at the end of this article.
Smith Creek (and most other playas) were deep,
year-round lakes from about 65,000 to 10,000 years
ago when the ice age climate was cooler and wetter. During that time the lake built up a thick layer
of fine lake-bottom sediments (500+ft). Today, the
playa is dry most of the time. It floods from winter
storms and summer thunder showers. Being covered with a shallow layer of water from time to time
keeps the surface very flat and inhibits vegetation
from getting a foothold on the playa surface. The
flatness comes about as small waves in the water
rile up the mud surface. The suspended sediments
are more likely to settle in any deeper areas. The
flatness of most playas is a few inches per mile (less
than the curvature of the earth). Smoothness has a
lot to do with how much the wet playa mud shrinks
when it dries which is related to the specific minerals in the mud. Some clay minerals shrink a lot
which results in wide desiccation cracks. The playa
on Smith Creek does not shrink as much as most
other sailable playas. The hardness of the playa is
also related to the composition of its surface.

Iron Mountain
(a nice hike)

Hot Springs
April 20014

Playas that are suitable for sailing have surfaces
that are rich in fine sediments and have relatively
little soluble salts, particularly those salts that are
hydroscopic (absorb moisture from the air). The
playa sediments also need to stick together well
enough to form a reasonably hard surface.
Some playas like Ivanpah Dry Lake have a water
table that is hundreds of feet under the playa. Recharge water entering the ground carries dissolved
salts down to the aquifer and away from the surface. The Smith Creek valley is a hydraulically closed
basin, meaning that precipitation that falls on the
basin leaves the basin by evaporation and that there
is no surface or underground flow to or from the
basin. Near the playa, the lowest place in the basin,
the water table is near the surface. The hot springs
on the westerly corner of the playa are an example
of the shallow water table.
At Smith Creek the ground water is mostly
recharged by snow melt in the mountains. The
streams in the mountain bedrock canyons deliver
their water to the top of the alluvial fans. Once on
the fan, the water percolates quickly into the course
fan sediments. The water table quickly drops deeply
under the fans as you move away from the exposed
bedrock. In periods of rapid snowmelt or heavy rain,
a couple of these surface streams can reach the
playa. Smith Creek is the biggest. It flows out of the
Desatoya Mountains to the west of the playa. The
valley floor of the basin receives an average of 6” of
precipitation per year. The higher elevations in the
mountains get 20”/yr. Most of the precipitation falling on the alluvial fans evaporates before it gets to
the water table.

Primary Access Road

Smith
Creek
Valley

The “Island”
(brush growing on
sediment mounds)

©2014 MapQuest • Some Data ©2014 TomTom

Alluvial Fans From
Desatoya Mountains

Alluvial Fans From
Shoshone Mountains

The highest amounts of groundwater evaporation occur on the playa and the fans near the lake.
There is a visible change in the size, greenness and
amount of vegetation roughly half a mile up the
fans from the playa. This is where the fans have
risen enough above the water table that the plants
can’t get their roots that far down. The plants from
this transition to the top of the fans depend on surface water from occasional precipitation.
There are three kinds of plants that dominate
the area around the playa: greasewood, rabbitbrush
and salt grass. Greasewood and rabbitbrush are
found on the alluvial fans that surround the lake.
Salt grass is found mostly on the playa on the far
side of the island and near the hot springs. These
plants account for about 70% of the evapotranspiration from the area around the playa. Their deep
(20+feet for greasewood) roots pull moisture up
from the water table to their leaves where it evaporates. About 30% of the groundwater flow evapo-

rates through the playa itself.
The hardest, smoothest parts of the playa are
where the evaporation rate is highest. Presumably
there is a causal relationship here. Speculatively, the
upflowing groundwater may contain more gypsum
and less NaCl than is found in salt playas. Surrounding mountains are largely igneous in origin, which
might provide the sulfur to make CaSO4.10H2O (aka
plaster of paris aka gypsum) Gypsum can act as
cement that holds the sediments together in a weak
form of concrete. This playa also does not have as
much desiccation shrinkage as many sailing playas
so the desiccation cracks are smaller and further
apart.
Of interest to sailing are segments 6F, 6G and
6H. (see figure 3 next page) They are the hardest,
smoothest sections of the playa. The playa near the
hot springs (6F on the west end of the northwest
side) tends to be a bit softer and it has salt grass. (A
suggestion: the grass will do better if it does not

For additional discussion of playas see:
Playaology #1: Summary
http://www.nalsa.org/Newsletters/NALSA_News_Fall03.pdf
Playaology #2: History, evolution and hydrology
http://www.nalsa.org/Newsletters/NALSA_News_Spring_04_screen.pdf
Playaology #3: Sailing Rocks
http://www.nalsa.org/Newsletters/NALSANewsFALL04-screenres.pdf
Playaology #4: An analysis of rock movement on the Race Track Playa
http://www.nalsa.org/Newsletters/NalsaNewsletter06a.pdf

Drag’s a Drag:

Rolling Drag on Playas
Bob Dill

Dennis Bassano Photo Duncan Harrison

Figure 3 is from Lawrence B Hines’ paper1
get flattened by a bunch of landyacht tires.) The
‘10-15-20’ contours are the water table depth in feet
below the surface. The contours on the playa show
the vertical hydraulic head gradient from which the
evaporation rate is calculated.
The quality of the sailing on a playa is intimately
connected to both the water cycle and the geology
of the source rocks for the sediments and soluble
minerals that make up the playa.

Notes and Links:
Note 1) Quantification of Natural Ground-Water
Evaportransioration in Smith Creek Valley, Lander
County, Nevada by Lawrence B Hines
http://books.google.com/
books?id=yljxAAAAMAAJ&pg=RA4PA9&lpg=RA4-PA9&dq=groundwater+in+
the+smith+creek+valley&source=bl&ots=MTfGM2rHF&sig=2QFJSUw3hqu5yw7gVUK1S6Q7Kc&hl=en&sa=X&ei=btxXU7TwMpbJsQS__oH
oDA&ved=0CGwQ6AEwCA#v=onepage&q&f=false

R

acing landyachts involves many skills which
mostly focus on maximizing ‘speed made
good’. This, in turn, is done by maximizing
the forward drive force the boat generates while
minimizing the rearward drag force. Aerodynamic
drag is the largest source of drag and most of that
is related to the construction of the yacht. Rolling
resistance is the second biggest drag factor. Some
of the rolling drag is associated with the lateral
force of the sail pushing the wheels sideways and
some of it is related to the straight ahead rolling
resistance.
Most playas have areas that are harder or softer as
well as smoother and rougher. Smith creek is usu-

ally mostly smooth but it has some areas that are
exceptionally hard and others that can be quite
soft. Learning where the playa has high or low rolling resistance and staying on the low rolling resistance areas may get you around the race course
more quickly. Most sailors do this in a ‘seat of the
pants’ fashion by how the playa feels when sailing.
Making actual measurements will provide a more
accurate understanding. The following is a simple
way to make reasonably accurate rolling resistance
measurements. Note: I should point out that I have
never seen anyone use this sort of testing as part of
their racing strategy. You could be the first!
Rolling resistance (plus a little aerodynamic drag)

Drag’s a Drag (continued)
can be measured by letting a bicycle coast down
from a moderate speed. The time it takes the bike to
slow from 10 to 5 mph is an easy way to measure the
drag on the bike. This should be done when there is
little or no wind (less than 2 mph). If the bicycle has
a speedometer, all you need is a stopwatch (there is
an app for that). You can also use a GPS that is taped
to the handlebars as a speedometer. If you have a
logging GPS and are comfortable with getting the
logged data into a spreadsheet, you only need the
GPS.

Proceedure:

Dennis Bassano showing the wrong conditions
for a rolling drag test Photo: Blake Learmonth

Before you start, get everything ready to go and make sure the stop watch is easy to operate
with one hand on the handle bars. Figure out your location so you can map out where the
hard and soft parts of the playa are. Ride the bike to a bit over 10 mph and let the bike coast.
Start the stopwatch at 10 mph and stop it at 5 mph. If you don’t want to use a stop watch,
simply counting out the seconds (One thousand one, one thousand two...) will give you a
reasonable idea of the coast-down time.

● 2.5 seconds is about 10% drag (10% of 200 lb of bike and rider is 20 lbs — a LOT
●
●
●
●
●

of drag).
5 sec: 5% drag In past years I have found areas with this much drag very near
the island. Any area with this much drag should be avoided if possible.
10 Sec: 2.5% Some of the softer areas may show this much drag
15 sec: 1.5%
20 sec: 1% This is pretty typical of what I have gotten on tests on Ivanpah.
30 Sec: .0.76% You might be able to achieve this on the hard areas of the
southwest end of the playa

The aerodynamic piece of the drag will be constant if there is no wind. You can reduce the aerodynamic
drag component by about 3X if you drop your speed band from 10 to 5 mph to 7 to 2 mph (as long as your
speedometer is prompt and accurate at 2 mph).
You can also do this with your boat, but it is a lot more physical work and harder to get around the playa. If
you try this test with you boat the sail (and wing mast if you have one) should be off the boat. With the sail
up, even the slightest wind will affect the result.
The following is an image of the playa with a lon/lat grid on it for mapping out the drag data for the playa. It
is set up in units of degrees + decimal minutes
If you get some data, send it to me when you get home.
Bob Dill: rdill@burlingtontelecom.net

Lattitude / Longitude grid for Smith Creek Playa

AFFAD

(a Few Fun Facts About Dirtboats)

•
•
•

On land, we measure wind speed and boat speed in MPH, not in KTS. (try and say that fast 3
times!)
Dirtboats can sail up to 4 times the true wind speed (4 to 1 ratio) but average about 3 to 1 (boat
speed to true wind speed) In the best conditions they can sail even higher speed to wind ratios.
This efficiency falls off as true wind speed increases above a moderate breeze.
The fastest dirtboat on the planet is GREENBIRD, sailed by the fastest dirtboater, Richard
Jenkins. GREENBIRD holds Planet Earth's speed sailing record at 126 MPH! Set on Ivanpah Dry Lake,
California. The next fastest dirtboats can sail up to 90 MPH! Most dirtboats can sail to 60 MPH
and even 80 MPH in moderate breezes.

Poetry in Motion
I don’t know if we can maintain a section in every
issue for poetry, but when Tara submitted this
bit of writing, it just demanded to be seen as a
poem, so that is how we’ve set it...

Free Air
by:

Tara Prokop

He knows what the word Freedom means. He has lived it. Coming from loss and
devastation he made his way. Married his love, became the engineer every piece of him
was born to be, had three daughters who adore his every fiber. It won’t surprise you
that my father taught me to landsail.
I believe in great expectations, I believe in my best self, I believe in carrying your own
gear and finding the golden path. The wind will teach you Freedom. The mountains
will hold your dreams. Your hands and feet will get you through.
I jibe and let the wind take me back. Back to all I love. To my son, my daughter, my
parents, my sisters, my nieces and nephews, my friends. All of whom are camped at the
edge of this desert wonder.
Back to a cold beer, and something to eat; to friendly banter and stories of dust and
love. When I put my head on my pillow this night I know I will hear my son say “good
night mommy—I love you like dirt and worms”.
Freedom.
Written by: Tara Prokop; Reno, Nevada; Home Playa, Smith Creek

Six inches from the earth in full Mad Max style I sit. The ground is flat and shiny as if
polished. Cracked, yet whole. No roads lead or bind my progress.
The horizon is infinite, and yet, the distant mountains seem to surround and hold. They
grasp like starlight; embracing my dreams, encouraging, and believing in my absolute
ability to be my best self.
My fists hold tight to the line I grip. Three wheels, a vibrant multi colored sail, and
with my two feet poised, I aim for the setting sun. The brilliant blue Nevada sky has a
wispy cloud cover which when back-lit by the sun seems to rain amber light, welcoming
like embers from a campfire.
The amber glow, which showers down to the playa, speaks to all my loss, all my hope,
and all I ever want to be. My eyes tear from the wind in my face. They tear for the independence and strength I feel. When I tack just right my ears equally hear the waterfall- rush of wind passing through my tripoded world.
Sailing across the dirt harnessed to this land by my own might….my two hands….my
two feet… my desire….. I know the word Freedom; I feel its true name and its power
sink into the place where muscles hold memory.
I am 38 years old and a first generation American. My Father was born in Czechoslovakia. He came to the United States as a child with his parents through Ellis Island in
the wake of World War II. They had 56 dollars, no family.

Tara and crew Smith Creek

DirtBoating
“Hey Duncan, do we publish letters to the editor?”
“I don’t know, does it seem like an article?”
"Yeah, It kind of does, and she sent pictures.”
" Guess we do!"
Newbies will save landsailing in America, full stop.
We thank Renee for sharing her initiation into landsailing. I hope all the
potential landsailors out there will catch her contagious enthusiasm.
She’s sticking to it too. I recently saw her at America’s Landsailing Cup
with a rescued Manta, a tool box, and a pile of spares, not quite pursued
by authorities after her hospital escape. She actually thought when
I mentioned “AMA” I was talking about a motorcycle club…But that
might be a story for another time. Ed.

Dear Duncan and Blake;
I recently was given the link to the “Top Secret” Trimmer Primmer…. Thank goodness! I was introduced
to Land Sailing this summer and was hooked on the
speed!!!!! I’ve recorded over 48mph on a Twin my
third of four outings… Yahooooo! Those America’s
Cup* boys ain’t got nothin’ on this sport!
I have been jabbering about landsailing all summer
to my friends; so much about how fun it is to zip
around the playa, that when one of them texted me
that there was one for sale here in Reno, on Craig’s
list, I had to go take a look. Well, beat up and tired
with bailing wire and zip ties to hold the battens in
place (at least there were battens, right?), more sail
cloth patches than original sail, a ripped seat… I
didn’t care… I saw potential to fly the playa on my
own boat and not have to beg to borrow someone
else’s. I got lucky in that the frame looks to be in
pretty good shape. So now I have to become

familiar with what needs to be fixed and or updated.
Like with any new sport, the newbie doesn’t know
what they don’t know. That’s often both good and
bad. Good, because if the newbie knew all the effort, energy, time and money it would take…they
probably wouldn’t. Bad, because of the same and
often you don’t know how dangerous some things
are until you survived them.
For example - My friend Dave drove me around on
the lake in a Manta Twin for about 5 minutes, showing me how the thing worked, then got out and
said, “go have fun.” Before I could finish my objection, the wind gusted; I was suddenly on two wheels
and survival instincts kicked in to turn the nose
wheel off the wind and I was outta there like a bat
outta hell… I think I was screaming some obscenity
too. My scream turned to giggles as I found myself

Renée at ALC 2014 Photo:Duncan

under some semblance of control (Ignorance is bliss,
right?) Then by the time I figured how to get back
to the cars and stop the thing, all I kept saying was
“HOLY CRAP, I’VE GOT TO GET ONE OF THESE!”
Or the time my friends David and Steve invited me
to Misfit Flat and said, “it’s going to be a full moon
and we should plan on staying after dark and sailing
then, as well.” The wind had been hootin’ nicely all
afternoon 18-25knts gusting 30 and looked to still
be a nice 10-15knts in the evening. We took a break
as the sun set and hit the sandwiches in the cooler
to refuel and watch the moon come up over the
mountains… Wow, the playa can be so beautiful,
almost like being on another planet. We took off in
the Manta Twins, headed west, chasing each other
as we had all afternoon. The challenge was when we
rounded the windward mark to the west and turned
back east, that bright moon was like a giant headlight shining in our faces… I thought holy crap I can’t
see anyone. Then suddenly, Dave comes flying by, on
an opposite tack, 10 meters in front of me. I clinched
the seat so hard I would never need to use my Buns
of Steel video again. I was nervous to gybe because
I knew Steve was behind me but I knew I was faster
downwind than Dave and afraid I’d T-bone him in
the next crossing, but decided I’d try and keep him
in front of me and hopefully catch sight of both him
and Steve. It was a scary time to try to maintain reasonable speed and stay in the middle (we were still
doing 18-25knots across the playa) trying not hit

any other landsailors, rocks or sagebrush and find
our way back to the cars. I puckered more than the
time I ate a whole bag of lemon drops on a dare in
Jr. High. When we got back to the cars we all had the
same feeling about the downwind leg visibility….
So we let the moon come up a bit more overhead
and things were much better…. still scary for the
rookie, in a good fun way though. I think carrying
a headlamp to use if needed and attaching some
cylum florescent markers to the top of the sail, front
and back of the boat would be smart the next time I
decide to sail at night. I’ll be visible but without light
pollution of the full moon adventure and if I broke
down or crashed you could find me fairly easily**. I
still must say that it was soooooo totally awesomely
surreal and fun!!!! Of course I was still saying “HOLY
CRAP, I’VE GOT TO GET ONE OF THESE!,” and I
finally did :-)
Like I said, next is to shake down my, new to me,
boat and make a list of everything I’ll need to have
as spares, get new, or upgrade….of course in addition to the sail. I’m on an uber tight budget at the
moment due to a layoff and decision to return to
school full time***. I’m hoping to find some people
who will be ditching their old fairly good condition
sails for new, to go to the worlds… I’ve seen great
condition sailboat sails be handed down to other
sailors when a competitive racer gets a new suit of
sails and has a like new practice set as a back up…
just have to be in the right place at the right time…

I hear tale there’s a thing called Playa Magic..so I’m
hoping.
Here’s a couple of pics from my first time on a dirt
boat…. This was not the picture of when Dave got
out of the boat… this was me smiling when I got
back.
My friends Dave Young and Steve Katzman that are
the culprits responsible for getting me addicted.
And of course if there’s a race I have to try…
I took to windward like a duck to water… that
downwind thing was so frustratingly humbling…. I
think in this picture is Mary Robertson in the lead on
the Manta single 240, Me on US 269, the ever slippery Steve Katzman #13, Dave Wakeman or one of

Lester’s kids US467, and even more slippery Lester
Robertson US4201 (I’m told he has his own personal wind god)… I think I was first to windward
mark then last across the finish…. but I’m sure I
had the most fun!
I needed more purchase this boat was missing a
block and by the end of the day my hands and
forearms were so tired they were cramping, so I
was banjoing the mainsheet to help get it in.
Hope you had a chuckle or two and find something useful to use… if you need me to write
something more, I’d be happy to do so.
Sincerely,
Renée Fields

Notes and disclaimers:
* Cease and Desisters, she really means your Americas Cup, not our ALC, so don't get your knickers in a knot.
**Dirtboating disclaimer: Imagine something like, “Don’t try this at home kiddies!” “Professional driver,
closed course…” Full moon sailing can be a lot of fun, but unless you know both the playa where you are
sailing and ALL the people you are sailing with, it can also be really dangerous. Sailing by yourself, with the
full moon high on smooth, bright playa is a serene experience. It leads you believe that you can really see
enough to sail, until the moment of shear panic when someone on an opposite
reach passes you, head-to-head at a relative speed of something like 80MPH, so
close that feel the wind as they pass and realize that you really heard and felt them
BEFORE you saw them flash past. As a veteran moonlight sailor, I strongly recommend lots of bright, flashing lights stuck all over your boat. If someone freaks you
out because they are going too fast for the dark or not paying attention, head for
camp, you can't do anything about them, but you can be one less piece of shrapnel
flying around in the dark. Blake
***Renée has recently graduated with her second degree in Renewable Energy…
Way to Go Renée!

Misfit Flat, Nevada

Dave Farmer drifting US246 | Photographer unknown | Rework Blake Learmonth

Coming to Smith Creek

Worlds 2014

L

andsailing's World Championship

is coming to the US for the first time since
2002. Held at Smith Creek Dry Lake near
Austin, Nevada, July 12-19, 2014, this event will
provide a great opportunity for landsailors from
around the world to experience American landsailing in a remote desert location, as well as a possible
opportunity to tour the “Wild West”, or as close to it
as exists anywhere today.
The event is a joint effort of FISLY, the international landsailing federation and NALSA the North
American club that is directly responsible for organizing the event. At the time of this article, nearly
200 pilots had signed up, representing 15 countries,
from Europe, North and South America and the
Pacific Rim.
Although European World Championships are
bigger events (for a number of reasons) this will
be one of the largest, if not the largest dirtboating
event ever held in the US, and the NALSA folks are
doing everything possible to make it a memorable
and well run event for all who participate. Although
those of us who sail in the US sometimes forget,
landsailing is a huge sport in the rest of the world,
actually supported by the government in a couple
of countries, with a handful of sailors who make a
living sailing. Containers full of dirtboats and even
one bus full of German landsailers and supplies are
crossing the ocean at this moment.
The event will start with a couple of days of
racing in the International 5.6 Mini class, an open
design, small boat class with almost no rules other
than that the craft’s wheelbarrow-size wheels must
fit in a 5.6 meter loop. Because of the open rules
there will be an amazing variety of “homemade”
and commercial designs. Add this to a water sailingstyle swirling start and the minis should be exciting
on a number of levels. Following the minis, there

by:

Blake Learmonth

will be several days of racing in both traditional
international classes, from smaller Class 5 yachts
to larger Class 2 and Class 3 yachts, which along
with the larger NALSA class boats can reach speeds
in excess of 80 mph on the hard dry lake surface.
Interspersed with those races will be the two Manta
classes. These should be large, fiercely competitive

races with both international and US pilots including several former and current class champions.
Many pilots will compete in more than one class.
Aside from the racing, there a large number of
social events to help while away the cool desert
evenings. Along with official event dinners, there
will be dinners and “mixers” sponsored by various
regional clubs and the town of Austin—starvation
is an unlikely occurrence at this event. For at least
two nights, there will be live music of the country
western variety. The possibility of tours of local sites
of interest and impromptu sports events, will round
out the program.

Swirling I 5.6 Minis at Ivanpah

Two things differentiate the Worlds from other
American Dirtboating events, Sponsors and media
coverage. Traditionally, US events not only don’t
have commercial sponsors, sponsors and advertising on boats is discouraged if not actually prohibited. It has to be wondered what the impact of
restricting sponsorship has been on landsailing in
America. It has certainly made fundraising for the
Worlds more challenging. At the Worlds you will see
sponsors in evidence; banners, and stickers on sails
and boat hulls will be common. It would not have
been possible to put on this event without sponsors.
Media coverage at US events is also uncommon,
though not unheard of. Almost every major event
and a few minor ones have had at least one visit
from a local TV station or news reporter. European
events are, on the other hand, quite well covered, as
the 2014 Worlds will be. CNN International will be
present, gathering footage for their monthly sailing
show Mainsail hosted by Olympic sailing champion
Shirley Robertson. World renowned sport photographer Walter Carels whose efforts at the Worlds
will be sponsored by Seagul, the French Landyacht
company, will present to document the event with
still photography and make photos available to participants. Additionally, THS-Visuals will be filming an
up to 20 minute video of the event. NALSA has also
arranged for an Internet connection on the dry lake
(no small feat since near-by towns have only sketchy
connections). With any luck, plus the work of a small

army of volunteers, it should be possible for results,
photos and possibly video to be posted nightly.
Dirtboating magazine will of course have a presence at the worlds. Both editors will be racing, and
hopefully photos and conversations will spin off into
future articles. We hope for a chance to meet, race
and talk with all of you. It should be a great time. Ed
Check out the previous issue of Dirtboating for a
discussion of Smith Creek weather.
Also, the connections that made that article
possible may lead to a sophisticated weather model
running on line during the event.

For more information online, visit NALSA's World
Championship site:
http://nalsa.org/Worlds2014Splash.html

2014

Amerca's Landsailing Cup
A PERSONAL RECAP

M

arch delivers my 61st birthday, and Kathy
sends me off to the Mojave Desert to
celebrate! The North American Landsailing Association once again kindly holds its annual
birthday regatta for me, so I journey south to play
with my friends.
I roll onto the playa late Friday afternoon, there's
breeze, and I commence to assemble the Rocket.
Lots of sailors are already established here in camp,
and many hands are available for the task. She
comes together just prior to sunset, and with it the
wind moves elsewhere, but I can retire knowing that
I'm ready for action.

Dawn offers up glorious sunshine, a much appreciated commodity for a boy just escaping a Pacific
Northwest winter. Out come the tools and the myriad pieces of the little boat, and the puzzle comes
together. Today's the tune up day, so I join the
brethren scampering across the lake bed, returning
frequently to make adjustments. The temps rise into
the 70s, the boats are running well, and I'm settling
deep into contentment. A grand beginning.
Official racing gets underway on Sunday, there's
moderate air, and the race committee efficiently
spools thru two complete rounds of races. We've
got eight classes run in five starts, from the flourishing mini class with it's open box rule and innovative
home builds, to the well represented and fiercely
competitive Mantas, singles and doubles, and on
up to the sophisticated big boats, capable of speeds
into the seventies and eighties given the right con-

by:

Dave Farmer

ditions. Excitement on offer for every taste!
NALSA caters dinner in the big tent, daily results are
announced, and participants wander off to congregate in small groups to bullshit and consume
libations. A few campfires arise around which we
gather, til we straggle off under desert stars, to find
a bed.
Monday delivers another couple of full rounds of
competition in more delicious sunshine, I miss a
couple of starts because I'm off free sailing and not
paying sufficient attention, but I hardly care. The
Santa Cruz club hosts the next dinner (always stellar!), more evening camaraderie, and as I once again
head for the van I hear rumors
of an approaching front, fuel for
my dreams.
The next morn can only produce teaser puffs, so the DRZ
gets fired up, and the search
for adventure takes me into the
surrounding hills. A small peak
gets bagged, a couple of desert
tortoise biologists get met, and
I arrive at the dirt track behind
the big casino just in time to see
one of the thousand-horsepower offroad race trucks practicing
there, go up in smoke. I hang
around the semis for an hour
chatting with the mechanics, til
I hear lunch calling.

I-5.6 Mini, Us Mini and Manta Twins spread out on the playa Photo Blake 2014

The afternoon is filled with camp hopping, wrenching,
reading, and a little guitar, as the breeze is on holiday. The
MOOSE men from Montana put on the evening feed, the
stars are as entertaining as ever, and the weather predictions
are still promising a big blow, so all the wings and masts
come down, and loose items are secured. As we all retire, it
starts to ramp up, and I start to get a little giddy.
It's blowing 20 to 25 by dawn, and with the mercury barely
breaking into the forties, I scrunch a bit deeper in the bag
and wait for it to warm some. It does so, and rigging commences. Up goes "the Handkerchief", my smallest sail, 2.5
meters, reserved for just such days! I launch onto the empty
playa, and hang on!
It takes a couple of hours of running back to camp to make
adjustments, and then back out to test, before she finally

Author with "handkerchief "sail up in the blow.

ALC 2014

continued

good, steady at speed, leaping forward in the substantial puffs, scrambling to
keep her footing, tires desperately trying to resist busting loose when we get
slammed. As the sun again drops below the western horizon, I've covered 120
miles of lake bed, and decimated two front tires. I'm just back for another adjustment, and I get a tap on the shoulder. Dale offers me a warm meal and respite
from the elements in the Eisenlohr palace, so I exchange a few more miles for a
memorable evening with the family that's graciously adopted me.
Thursday takes a while to wind up, but the race committee again brilliantly pulls
off another couple of rounds in light and holely conditions. I get out a bit in the
Rocket, but I'm mostly satiated, a rare condition for me. The Wind Wizards from
SoCal again feed the horde, the daily firsts are awarded, and we wander off to
small groups to while away the wee hours.
Friday's our last scheduled day of racing, and both the predictions and the reality are grim, so by noon the racing's cancelled and we gather in the big tent for
the last time, to distribute the awards, applaud the successful, and make tribute
to the revered race committee. The packing starts, the goodbyes are tendered,
and we slowly drift off the playa, to return to our other lives. I leave with another
pocketful of memories, and an aching desire for more. Bring on the catamarans!
Dave
Official Standings from ALC 2014

gets dialed in and I can fully power up and cover
ground. Few of my compatriots have sails small
enough, or are willing to risk their equipment in
these conditions, so I've got the place to myself.
Normally the race course occupies the best surface
on the playa, and the recreational sailing takes place
around it. But now it's all mine! It's crankin' a steady
30 now, gusting into the mid 40s, and I can keep
the Fed running over fifty mph for long periods of
time, allowing the miles to rack up. The boat's feelin'

Photos, this spread: Upper Left, Manta
Twins wait in windless tranquility (inset:
the wind comes and chaos reigns. Duncan
and Walter extricate themselves from the
carnage). Directly above: Manta Singles run
down the lake. Simulated Film. John Eisenlohr
headed for victory in his super-fast I 5.6
Mini. Photos: Blake, Film effect Duncan.

Parting
Shots

Sighting at Ivanpah:
Peter Lynn in search of a speed record; made
several passes in the 60-70 mph range in this
low-slung, super-aerodynamic buggy, hitting a
maximum of around 71 mph before, in a classic
cartoon- car-crash moment, a wheel went
bouncing across the California desert. No
injuries and we believe the buggy was repairable.
Back, no doubt, to try another day.

